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Abstrat
The investigation of the d+d fusion reations in metalli environments at sub-
Coulomb energies demands espeially adapted tehniques beyond standard proe-
dures in nulear physis. The measurements whih were performed with an ele-
trostati aelerator at dierent self-implanted metalli target materials show an
enhanement of the reation ross-setion ompared to the gas target experiments.
The resulting eletron sreening energy values are about one order of magnitude
larger relative to the gas target experiments and exeed signiantly the theoretial
preditions. The measurements on deuterium inside metals are heavily aeted by
the interferene of two peuliarities of this system: the possibly very high mobility
of deuterium in solids and the formation of surfae ontamination layers under ion
beam irradiation in high vauum systems. Thorough investigations of these proesses
show their ruial inuene on the interpretation of the experimental raw data. The
dierential data aquisition and analysis method employed to it is outlined. Non
observane of these problems by using standard proedures results in fatal errors for
the extration of the sreening energies.
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1 Introdution
A lasting topi in nulear astrophysis is the sreening of the nulear Coulomb
potential due to the atomi eletrons in laboratory nulear physis experiments
whih alterate the experimental reation ross-setions at low energies relative
to the bare nuleus [1℄. In ontrast to the laboratory experiments performed
on gas targets, the sreening eet in astrophysial plasmas is mainly evoked
by free eletrons and leads in the ase of strong oupling to an enhanement
of nulear reation rates in the interior of stars by many orders of magnitude
[2,3℄. Indeed, the onditions of the stellar plasma are hardly aessible for lab-
oratory experiments. Nevertheless the knowledge of the progression of nulear
reations inside a plasma is ruial for the quantitative understanding of stel-
lar proesses. We therefore investigated the d+d fusion reations in metalli
environments where the eletron gas an serve as a model for a old, dense,
and strongly oupled plasma. As a result we rst observed a grossly enhaned
sreening eet wherein the sreening energy is one order of magnitude higher
[4,5,6℄ than in the ase of a gaseous deuterium target with (25± 5) eV [7℄.
Subsequent similar results were ahieved by other authors [8,9,10,11,12,13℄.
The theoretial alulations [14℄ provide sreening energy values smaller by
a fator of two ompared to the experimental ones. On the other hand these
experimental data were ahieved with standard data aquisition and analy-
sis methods [15,10,9℄ and are inonsistent [16℄. The onditions in ondensed
matter are speial beause of the utmost high mobility of the small hydrogen
atoms. Therefore one an suppose neither a stable nor a homogeneous deuteron
density distribution whih is required by the standard analysis method. Fur-
thermore the residual gas in the high vauum systems ommon in nulear
physis set-ups inevitably promotes ion beam indued hemial reations on
the surfae. Thus surfae layers are built up onsisting of metal oxide or ar-
bon deposits with dierent and varying deuteron densities. If this is not taken
into aount fatal misinterpretation of the raw data is impending. To address
these problems we developed a speially adapted data analysis method and
thoroughly investigated the ion indued hemial surfae reation mehanisms
and their inuene on the obtained sreening energies whih is outlined in this
work.
2 Experiment
An outline of the rst experiment has already been given in Ref. [5℄ for whih
more details are given here and omplemented by the modiations and ad-
ditions neessary for the in-depth investigation of the inuenes from eets
of surfae physis. The set-up of the experiment is depited in Fig. 1 showing
supplementary details of the vauum system sine this has speial signiane.
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Fig. 1. Experimental set-up
The experiment has been performed at a asade aelerator with a RF-ion
soure. A highly stabilized 60 kV power supply provided the aeleration volt-
age. The high voltage orresponding to the beam energy was measured by a
preise voltage divider with an auray better than 1V. It was mounted along
the aeleration tube and inludes the extration voltage of the ion soure. The
long term energy stability was about 10 eV. Sine the ross-setion is exponen-
tially dependent on the projetile energy it is partiular important to ontrol
the energy determination. Therefore on the opposite side of the beamline at
the analyzing magnet an additional set-up was installed with whih the ki-
neti energy an be measured by means of the opposite eletri eld method.
A property of RF-ion soures is a voltage drop in the plasma depending on the
adjustment parameters whih redues the kineti energy of the ions below the
extration voltage [17℄. Therefore the beam energy is lower than inferred from
the voltage divider by an average of 120 eV. Furthermore the ions leave the
soure with an energy spread of 90 eV on an average due to the spatial exten-
sion of the extration zone [6℄. This energy spread leads to an eetive positive
energy shift in a thik target and for a nonresonant reation [5,6℄. However, it
annot ompensate the energy loss from the voltage drop. The beam onsist-
ing of D+ and D+2 ions was foused by a pair of eletri quadrupoles and then
analyzed in a magneti dipole.
The beam line and the hambers of the vauum system are made from alu-
minum with elastomer rings at the joints. The vauum is maintained by tur-
bomoleular pumps with auxiliary oil lubed two stage rotary vane pumps and
an reah 3 · 10−7 hPa at best in the target hamber and the ryogeni beam-
line. In suh a high vauum system water vapour is the dominating onstituent
of the residual gas being slowly desorbed from surfaes. A RF-quadrupole rest
3
gas analyzer with a Faraday up detetor was installed at the target hamber
in order to monitor the omposition of the residual gas. The fration of water
an be distintly redued with ryogeni traps. After the analyzing magnet
the beam is led through a LN2-ooled Cu tube. The beam route inside the
target hamber is overed by a LN2-ooled plate. Those ryogeni traps an
remedy another problem provided the leakage rate is not too high: It is known
that oil from the rotary vane pumps an bakstream in low quantities even
through modern turbomoleular pumps. This would lead to a deposition of
arbon in the beam spot.
Diretly in front of the target hamber the beam is deeted by an angle
of about 10
◦
by a magneti steerer in order to remove neutral partiles. In
extension of the undeeted beam an isolated beam sink is mounted just
behind the entrane to the target hamber onneted to an amperemeter.
Therewith the beam an be adjusted without disturbane of the deuteron
density within the target. The beam was foused on the target into a spot
of about 1 cm in diameter with the aid of apertures. The harge olleted
was determined via the measurement of the eletri urrent on the target
holder whih was isolated from the target hamber. A negative voltage of 100V
was applied to a surrounding metalli ylinder for suppression of seondary
eletrons. All harged partiles (
3
He,
3
H, p) from d+d reations were deteted
with four 100mm2 PIPS-detetors xed at lab angles of 90◦, 110◦, 130◦ and
150
◦
with respet to the beam in 10 cm distane from the target. Aluminum
foils of thikness 150µg/cm2 in front of the detetors prevented elastially
sattered deuterons from entering the detetors. Therefore the spetra allow
for the lear distintion of all three spetral lines as shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Exemplary spetrum for 10 keV at Ta.
In order to be able to partially hange the omposition of the ambient gasmix
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in a ontrolled manner (Se. 4) a preise solenoid valve is mounted at the tar-
get hamber whih is used for the injetion of gas. The fration of the infused
gas is maintained at the desired level by feedbak from the vauum gauge and
the residual gas analyzer with a proess omputer. A detahable onduit leads
the gasow to the target surfae. Despite its openings the ylinder around
the target presents a signiant obstale for the moleular gas ow in high
vauum. Therefore a turbomoleular pump is installed below the target whih
exhausts this delimited volume. Non-gaseous agents an be transfered to the
gas phase in another vauum hamber, the evaporator. However, ertain re-
stritions apply. The gas ow at the inlet of the solenoid valve must still be
visose otherwise the ondutivity approahes zero where no valve regulation
is feasible any more. Therefore the vapour pressure needs to be high enough.
The other restrition requires the vapour pressure of the agent to be higher
than that of the pumping oil of the rotary vane pump whih is already fullled
parenthetially by the rst restrition. The turbomoleular pump is used to
exhaust the hamber for leanup before letting in the stu to be gasied. The
evaporator is a high gas ow system whih is pumped in normal operation at
low vauum by the rotary vane pump only.
3 Analysis and experimental proedure
3.1 Angular distribution
A speial property of the d+d reations is the anisotropy of the angular distri-
bution down to the lowest energies whih is due to the dominane of resonane
levels of negative parity in the
4He-system. Sine the deuteron has positive par-
ity a spatial angular momentum of l = 1 is required for a oupling to these
resonanes that partially ompensates the entrifugal barrier. This anisotropy
annot be negleted even at the lowest deuteron energies. We therefore used
four detetors at dierent polar angles θ (in the lab-system). Deuterons are
bosons and appear as idential partiles in the entrane hannel. Therefore
the sattering amplitude must be symmetrized, whih leaves only Legendre
polynomials with even l in the expression for the dierential ross-setion.
Therefore the angular distribution is symmetri to 90◦. After base transfor-
mation it is expressed by
dσ
dω
(ϑ) =
∑
k∈{N0|k even}
ak cos
k ϑ , (1)
where ϑ is the sattering angle and dω the solid angle element in the CM-
system. With four detetors only two addends an be determined. The four
ounting numbers N (θ) gives with the number of inident deuterons N0 an
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angle dependent yield Y at the lab-energy E
1
ε∆Ω
dN(θ)
dN0
= Y (E, θ)
!
=n
dσ
dω
(ϑ)∆x (2)
=n
dσ
dω
(ϑ (θ, E))
dω
dΩ
(θ, E)∆x ,
where ∆Ω is the solid angle of the detetor in the lab-system and ε its e-
ieny. On the right side the yield is given by theory with the target partile
density n and the target thikness ∆x. Three problems arise from this ex-
pression: First, the dierential ross-setion is given in the CM-System. In
the seond row the oordinate-transformation is performed.
dω
dΩ
is the trans-
formation funtion for the solid angle element between the lab-system (dΩ)
and the CM-system (dω). Seond, it is only valid for very thin targets. For
thik targets an integration over the depth x (and therewith the projetile
energy) in the target is required. Suh would result in an expression whih
is impratiable for a t to the experimental data in order to determine the
ak. Third, in our ase of autoimplanted targets the target partile density is
unknown. We therefore hose a proedure analog to Ref. [15℄ where the o-
ordinate transformation is performed at the beam energy. This is justied by
the onjunture that the yield is dominated by reations at the highest ener-
gies, partiularly in the sub-Coulomb energy range where the ross-setions
dereases exponentially. Therefore Eq. (2) transforms into
1
εN0
1
dω
dΩ
N(ϑ)
∆Ω
= n∆x
dσ
dω
(ϑ) . (3)
Introduing the dierential ounting number
dN
dω
(ϑ), using Eq. (1) and resort-
ing results in
dN
dω
(ϑ) = εN0n∆x
∑
k∈{N0|k even}
ak cos
k ϑ . (4)
The produt in front of the sum is onstant for one measurement series and
an be inluded in the expansion oeients ak. This model funtion an now
be tted to the experimental data. The total ounting number for the full solid
angle is then obtained by
N =
∮
S2
dN
dω
(ϑ) dω = 4π
∑
k∈{N0|k even}
1
k + 1
ak . (5)
Fig. 3 shows the ratio a2/a0 for the ase of tantalum as host material in
omparison to the gas target results from Ref. [18℄. They are in good agreement
with the referene data, have notieably smaller errors and extend to lower
energies. Therefore the previous statements oneive onrmation.
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Fig. 3. Ratio of angular distribution oeients a2/a0 in dependene of the deuteron
energy in the laboratory for the two exit hannels in omparison to Ref. [18℄.
3.2 Dierential analysis method
An automati (on-line) data aquisition system integrates the proton peaks of
the spetra at xed time intervals (15 s - 2min) and reords the four ounting
numbers N (θ) and the olleted harge q in a le. With Eq. (3, 4, 5) this
an be redued to the tabulated funtion N (q). The solid angle element ∆Ω
therein was determined with a radioative α alibration soure (241Am). For
the sake of synopsis the data analysis method is depited in a tabular form
(6). Quantities provided by the experiment are in olumn (6.A), terms from
theory in olumn (6.C).
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A B C D
Experiment Theory Supplements
1
ε
dN
dN0
= Y (E, q) =
R∫
0
n(q, x)σ(E(x)) dx 1
N0 =
q
ze
substitution E → x dE
dx
= −
(
cM +
n(q)
nD
cD
)
Er , r ∈
{
0.45, 1
2
}
2
σ from [18℄ σ(E) = 2S0
1+αE
E
exp
(
−44.4021√
E
)
3
ze
ε
N ′(q) = = n(q)
cM+
n(q)
nD
cD
E∫
0
σ(E)
Er
dE 4
⇓ →֒ n(q)
Y (E;q)
E∫
0
σ(E)
Er
dE
=: y(E; q) = n(q)
cM+
n(q)
nD
cD
× F (E) 5
m
ymod(E)
y(E)
= F (E) = Ymod(E)
Y (E)
Yscr(E) =
n(q)
cM+
n(q)
nD
cD
E∫
0
σ(E+2Ue)
Er
dE 6
⇓
y(E)
y(E0)
=: Fnorm(E) =
F (E)
F (E0)
7
⇓
Ue
(6)
The total yield is now evaluated aording to (6.1). Starting from N (q) the
yield alulates as (6.A1) with the eieny ε of the detetor whih is 1 for
PIPS-detetors. The number of inident deuterons N0 is expressed by the ol-
leted harge q with (6.A2) where z is the harge state of the projetile whih
is 1 for D+ and 1
2
for D+2 . This leads to (6.A4). Due to the high mobility of
hydrogen in metals whih is many orders of magnitude greater than for larger
atoms [19℄ the stability of the target partile density is not guaranteed any
more. Therefore the usual assumption of a uniform and time invariant partile
density is not appliable for this situation. Consequently the derivative
dN
dN0
(6.A1) must not be simply replaed by the dierene quotient
∆N
∆N0
= Y for the
yield of one measurement in the usual manner. Instead a hanging yield fun-
tion Y (q) ∼ N ′ (q) (6.AB4) needs to be retained. Otherwise misinterpretation
of the raw data is impending (Se. 6). The applied disretization inrement
time equivalent of the funtion N (q) is short in omparison to the implanta-
tion and diusion times. The deuteron density in (6.C1) is likewise dependent
on q and in general on the target depth x. The targets are innitely thik in
relation to the range R of the projetile ions. Therefore the integration over
the depth is required.
The depth x on its part an be substituted by the ion energy using the linear
stopping power relation (6.D2). The term in brakets ontains the stopping
power oeients for the host metal cM and deuterium cD whereby the later is
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weighted by the ratio of the deuterium density in the target to the density of
liquid deuterium. The stopping power funtion Er is valid for the energy range
below β ≃ 0.01 where the Lindhard theory [20,21,22℄ provides a good explana-
tion with r = 1
2
. The numerial value of the stopping power oeients an be
taken from the ompilation of Ref. [23℄. They also state that an exponent of
r = 0.45 ts the experimental data better. For our purposes this dierene has
low impat. The stopping power oeients have an error between 10− 20%.
It is therefore highly desirable to manage without them. Aording to Braggs
rule [24℄ only the mass-spei stopping powers an be linearly added. In this
speial ase however where the hydrogen number density is set in relation to
the metal number density (i.e. MDx) a brief alulation shows that (6.D2)
holds. Sine n is unknown in (6.C1), a referene for the ross-setion σ is re-
quired whih is provided by Ref. [18℄ as essentially a S-fator parameterization
(6.D3). Their measurements have with an error of 1.5% by far the highest pre-
ision. In this ase it is presupposed that the density n is independent of the
depth x a fatorized expression for Y arues (6.C4) with a harge dependent
term (gray shaded) and the energy integral (framed). The harge dependent
term ontains the density n (q) whih an be alulated using the stopping
power oeients. Before the measurement we implanted our targets up to
a saturation level in the proximity of the stoihiometri ratios known from
physial hemistry [19℄ (log10 n
∼= 22− 23). Under these onditions the homo-
geneity of the density is substantiated. We will reinvestigate this assumption
in Se. 4.3.
The derivation up to now serves as a motivation for the introdution and
denition of the redued yield y (6.AB5) whih originates from the previous
equation (6.4) by division with the energy integral. The experimental yield in
(6.A5) is alulated from (6.A4). A numerial dierentiation is onsidered in-
stable whih is additionally aggravated beause the ounting number N (q) is
sattered by the ounting statistis
1
. Hene we used ubi spline polynomials
with natural border onditions in order to alulate the derivative at the qi's
from their monomial oeients. This equalization funtion is well dened also
at the borders of the interval. The harge dependent term ontainig the den-
sity n (q) in (6.C5) indiates that y is onstant for all energies and independent
of the implanted harge if the previous assumption of a homogeneity is valid
and the experimental yield does not deviate from the funtional progression
in the energy integral (6.A5). Therefore the redued yield is a sensible india-
tor for any suh deviation, be it hanges in the number density, the stopping
power or eets whih modify the ross-setion like sreening. Whih of these
is eaious is a matter of interpretation and is determined by the theoretial
expression for the yield. Sine our observations showed a strong energy depen-
dene of y, we take this eet into aount by the introdution of an energy
dependent fator F (E) in (6.C5). Obviously F an be alulated by the quo-
1
Marko's formula is not appliable under this irumstanes [25, hapter 25℄.
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tient of a redued yield ymod modied in the said manner and the unmodied
redued yield (6.A6). This is equal to the quotient of the orresponding yields
(6.C6) sine the energy integrals from (6.A5) shorten themselves. If the mod-
iation is attributed to eletron sreening the sreened yield an be written
as (6.D6) in lose analogy to Ref. [1℄ where the sreening energy Ue is added
to the kineti energy. The fator 2 arises from the CM-Lab-transformation.
This would result in
F (E) =
E∫
0
σ(E+2Ue)
Er
dE
E∫
0
σ(E)
Er
dE
(7)
whih shows that F is an enhanement fator for thik targets in analogy to
the enhanement fator for thin targets from Ref. [1℄
f(ECM) :=
σ (ECM + Ue)
σ (ECM)
(8)
=
1
ECM+Ue
S (ECM + Ue) e
−2piη(ECM+Ue)
1
ECM
S(ECM)e−2piη(ECM)
≃ e
(
piη(ECM)
Ue
ECM
)
, Ue ≪ ECM ,
using the S-fator parameterization of the ross-setion in the seond line and
applying an approximation in the third line, whih demonstrates its qualitative
behaviour as a roughly exponential inrease for dereasing energies.
Beause the unmodied redued yield is unknown we use a normalization at
a xed energy E0 what is implemented by the denition of the normalized
enhanement fator Fnorm in (6.AB7). This denition is equally free from re-
stritive presuppositions as the one for the redued yield (6.AB5). Obviously
(6.C7) follows from (6.C5). Fig. 4 demonstrates the pratial analysis proe-
dure. We hose the normalization energy at E0 = 25 keV beause the eets
of the sreening enhanement are low here. The redued yields of a measure-
ment at the energy E are onseutively ompared to these of the monitor
measurements at E0. The straight lines are just for guidane. The normalized
enhanement fator is determined by the ratio of the redued yields at the
disontinuities (Fig. 4 Fleft and Fright). Sine the measurements used for the
data pooling are taken at the saturation density lose to the stoihiometri
ratio and the swith of the projetile energy followed by the measurement of
the redued yield happened very quikly (. 4min) the disontinuity annot be
aused by a hange in the target deuteron density perhaps due to a dierent
projetile ux or energy deposition in the target. The gray retangles indiate
the points from whih the error for Fnorm is inferred. Thus not only errors
from the ounting statistis are inluded but also from other deviations of the
redued yield e.g. long term hanges of the density. Therefore from line (6.6)
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Fig. 4. Analysis proedure at the example of Zironium at 10 keV
on the harge dependeny drops out. We attribute the disontinuity to the
sreening eet whereas the long term hanges of y (E; q) at a xed energy E
are aused by the development of the density n (q). In that way we an disern
both auses for the variations of y whih is not possible if only total yields
were ompared. We also do not need to know the absolute value of the partile
density n and are independent of the stopping power oeients. Aordingly
the redued yield is desribed with Eq. (6.D6) and results in the theoretial
expression for the normalized enhanement fator
Fnorm(E) =
E∫
0
σ(E+2Ue)
Er
dE
E0∫
0
σ(E+2Ue)
Er
dE
E0∫
0
σ(E)
Er
dE
E∫
0
σ(E)
Er
dE
(9)
with the single t parameter Ue. The theoretial urve for Fnorm is in good
agreement with the experimental points as Fig. 11 (right, bottom) shows and
onsequently onrms the implied assumptions. So far Ue is used as an energy
shift parameter whih an be a sum of several eets not exlusively sreening.
The redued yield an be used to alulate a density estimate by solving
Eq. (6.BC5) towards n (q) with the inherent suppositions and ignoring F :
n(q) =
cMnDy(E; q)
nD − cDy(E; q) . (10)
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The gray numbers in Fig. 4 represent average densities for the retangles below
omputed in suh a way. The stopping power oeients are exlusively ne-
essary for it. Beause of the nonlinear relation between y and n the magnitude
of the disontinuities between the energies is dierent, too.
4 Beam indued surfae reations and layer formation
Apart from other possible error soures, partiularly the energy denition, it
turned out that the dominating error soure is the formation of layers at the
target surfae. Therefore this subjet needs speial experimental and theoreti-
al treatment in order to reognize its reperussions and realize the underlaying
mehanisms.
4.1 Surfae eets
The proesses taking plae at the target an be understood in terms of vauum
and surfae physis, hemistry and nulear radiotomy.
It is well known in nulear physis that oil from the forepumps is raked up
and deposited as arbon layers inside the beam spot onto the target surfae.
This nuisane an easily be avoided by the use of LN2-ooled ryogeni traps.
But there is another problem that has usually no attention: Water moleules
adsorbed at the target surfae an be dissoiated under the impating beam
ions and the produed oxygen radials in hemisorption form strongly bonded
metal oxide layers at the surfae. This proess is progressing into the bulk of
the target material along the damage trak of the de-aelerating ions. It is
even speedup by an eet known as embrittlement from the physial hemistry
of the metal hydrides [19℄ whih means that the rystal struture of the metal is
bursted by the rerystallization proess that aompanies the formation of the
metal hydride rystal thus preparing the way for the oxygen radials. Therefore
the metal oxides an build up to a thikness of more than 100 atomi layers.
Sine oxygen has a higher anity to metals than hydrogen no metal hydride
formation happens any more. Instead hydrogen is segregated in the metal oxide
with very low and instable densities. Sine the hydrogen depleted zone has a
higher impat for lower beam energies on the integral in Eq. (9) the normalized
enhanement fator Fnorm beomes < 1 for E < E0 (Se. 4.3). Finally no
sreening is visible under this irumstanes. When measuring reations on
metalli nulei metal oxide layers at the surfae are not an issue beause the
beam energies are in the high keVand MeVregion where the range of the ions
in the target is high in omparison to the thikness of the layer. Moreover the
12
oxidation only loosens the surfae struture
2
. Therefore the situation in metal
hydrides is singular where very low energies are required for the investigation
of the sreening at deuterium in ombination with the high stopping powers
of the metals and that is why ontamination layers are fatal (Se. 4.3).
Vauum omponents that has been exposed to room ambient for extended
times may ontain up to 100 monolayers of water vapour. The desorption
rate of water at room temperature is so low that it annot be pumped o
from a high vauum system in pratiable periods of time without baking but
remains as the dominating onstituent of the residual gas. Fig. 5 illustrates
the situation at the target. Of interest are the hit rate z at 300K 3 and
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Fig. 5. Gaskineti quantities of water vapor
the time tmono it takes to build up one monolayer of water moleules at the
target surfae
4
. In the pressure interval 10−8 − 10−6 hPa the hit rate is in
the order of magnitude 1012 − 1014 cm−2s−1. This is omparable to the ion
ux of ≃ 4 · 1013 cm−2s−1 for a urrent of 10µA with a beam diameter of
1 cm. Therefore there is suient supply for the oxidation proess even if the
target was originally lean. The time for mono layer formation is in the range
2− 200 s for the above pressures. Withal is assumed that water has a stiking
oeient of 1.
2
Very light metals like lithium and beryllium are used in form of their salts that
annot oxidize of ourse.
3 z = 16p
√
8
pikTMwateru
with the moleular weight of water in atomi mass units u.
4 tmono =
(
zSd2
)−1
with the distane between the water moleules at the target
surfae assumed as d = 3.75 · 10−10m and the stiking oeient S = 1.
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Due to its extraordinarily high dipole momentum of 1.84Debye water has
a high binding energy to solids and is hene hemisorbed to surfaes with
preferable the oxygen atom oriented towards the surfae. There are also oun-
terating proesses like thermal or ion stimulated desorption and sputtering.
Heating the material is the way of hoie in vauum tehnologie to speed up
the desorption of water from the surfaes. This works well for the upper layers
but for water moleules at the joint fae to the solid there is another option
aside from being desorbed [26,27℄: The hemisorbed water moleule an sim-
plied be desribed by a Lennard-Jones type potential. There is another suh
potential whih desribes a hemisorbed oxygen atom with its minimum loser
to the surfae and deeper. The intersetion of this two potentials denes the
ativation energy barrier Ea to dissoiative hemisorption, i.e. the protons are
splitted o so that the oxygen atom an form a rmer bond to the metal
[28,29℄, what eventually leads to metal oxide formation. An interesting and
apparently paradox phenomenon is now that the probability σ for stiking
and dissoiative hemisorption beomes greater with raising temperature if
Ea > 0 [27℄. In this ase heating proliferates the oxidation proess whih is
only stopped by the ondition that the hange of the free enthalpy after and
prior to the surfae reation ∆G = ∆H − T∆S must be negative. Sine the
entropy dierene ∆S is negative for the adsorption and positive for desorp-
tion the proess will eventually turn over. If Ea < 0 desorption is preferred.
The impating beam heats the target onsiderably beause the beam energy
is dissipated in a volume with a thikness of . 1µm.
But besides heating and phonon generation the traversing ions an diretly
interat with the adsorption omplex by exitation and ionization providing
ativation energy and thereby enabling hemial reations whih under normal
onditions will not our. Therefore even noble metals an be oxidized this way.
If a projetile hit removes an eletron from a binding orbital the adsorbed
partile may suddenly be via a Frank-Condon transition on the repulsive
part of an ioni potential. It is aelerated down the slope and arrives as
a positive ion at the gas phase. This would be ion stimulated desorption.
However the ioni potential urve has intersetions with a manifold of exited
states of the adsorption omplex where the partile an jump to any one of
these whih an eventually lead to dissoiative hemisorption again. In either
ase it depends on the onrete form of the interation potential whether
dissoiative hemisorption or desorption prevails. This means that there is a
strong material dependeny but the ion energy and ux exert a signiant
inuene too. Generally reative metals have a higher oxidation rate then less
reative ones. As a matter of priniple sputtering an lean surfaes by removal
of the top atomi layers. This is here a side eet of the irradiation. We ould
observe on surfaes in the viewing solid angle of the beam spot blue brown
oloured lms. An EDX-analysis showed that those lms onsist of oxygen.
Therefore sputtered oxygen radials produed metal oxides on other surfaes.
Yet the sputtering yield of the lightweight deuterons is too low to keep the
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metal surfae lean; the ion stimulated oxidation prevails.
So far the oxidation of the metal with the vanishing of the sreening eet
may seem inevitable in high vauum. Fortunately there is a proess that an
prevent the oxidation. Carbon hydride moleules an be physisorbed at the
surfae, dehydrated under ion irradiation and the remaining arbon radials
an reat with oxygen to arbon monoxide whih leaves the surfae into the
gas phase. The metal surfae ats as a atalyzator that ondenses and on-
entrates the two agents for the ion indued hemial reation and remains
unhanged. The diulty in using this mehanism in order to keep the tar-
get lean is that this works only in a narrow and labile equilibrium for the
dosages of water and the arbonhydride. Owing to the tetrahedral struture
of the arbon sp
3
-hybrid orbitals arbonhydrides are unipolar. Consequently,
they an interat through van-der-Waals fores and be physisorbed to surfaes
only. Ion irradiation auses a rupture of the C-H-bond in arbonhydrides [30℄.
The residual arbonhydride radials with unsaturated C-bonds are very re-
ative and are now hemisorbed at the surfae where the dehydration by ion
impat an be ontinued. For this arbon adatom generation with subsequent
CO-reation to take plae the initial break up of the C-H-bond must hap-
pen in the physisorbed state. Physisorption is usually a weak bond. Thermal
and beam stimulated desorption antagonize in ontrast to the situation of
water. Regarding the n-alanes every CH2,3-group adds a bonding energy of
40−60meV through van-der-Waals interation. With inreasing length of the
hain the intermoleular interation an ahieve onsiderable magnitudes and
beomes even greater than the intramoleular fores at the C-C-bond. Large
n-alanes do not perform phase transitions any more but disintegrate instead.
Therefore the phase transition temperatures (or just as well the vapour pres-
sures) are a measure for the strength of the total van-der-Waals fore of the
moleule and aordingly for the physisorption what an as well be illustrated
by the mirror harges indued into the metal surfae. For longer alanes the
proess will work better than for shorter ones.
4.2 Gas admixture experiments
A very expandable experimental ampaign provided evidene for the previous
piture of the proesses at the target whih explains the enountered phenom-
ena.
As already said not using the ryogeni traps auses a gray arbon lm to be
deposited in the beam spot. The arbon lm is implanted with deuterium, too
whereby densities of 3 − 5 · 1022 cm−3 an be ahieved. Interestingly enough
arbon does not show any disontinuities of the redued yields whih indiate
sreening. Two separate measurement series with dierent arbon lm prepa-
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ration tehniques veried that. The pumping oil is so eetive that small traes
are enough in order to build a arbon layer. The oil fragments were hardly
above the detetion threshold of the RGA. The pumping oil is Balzers P3
and has a moleular mass of ≃ 500 u whih would orrespondend to 35 arbon
atoms and a vapour pressure of 7·10−5 hPa at 20◦C 5 . The omputer regulated
solenoid valve was used to injet oxygen (O2) into the target hamber while
irradiating an aluminium target in order to ompensate the oil exess. Even
at the highest pressure that was justiable with this pump arrangement no
detetable hange in the implantation behaviour ould be observed. Therefore
gaseous moleular oxygen had no eet on the layer formation. Using the evap-
orator to injet water vapour a moderate inrease of the pressure was suient
in order to oxidize the target surfae. On the other hand with the ative ryo-
geni trap methane (CH4) was given a trial. Methane had likewise no eet.
Only at the highest pressure of 5·10−5 hPa some arbon preipitated at the rim
of the beam spot where the temperature and as a result desorption is lower.
The results are in good agreement with the above statements. Unipolar weakly
bound moleules like oxygen and methane are preponderantly desorbed by the
beam and do not ontribute to the surfae reations whereas water proofed to
be the soure for the oxidation of the metals. The visose pumping oil is highly
eetive in providing arbon radials at the surfae. Nonetheless it is not easy
to ahieve the desired equilibrium with it mainly beause it is eetive lose
to the detetor threshold and it annot be handled with the injetor. For this
purpose a RGA with eletron multiplier detetor and a high vauum dosing
valve would be required. Both were not available. Besides the partial pressure
of the oil was not stable so operating with a regulated water vapour injetion
alone had no lasting benet, too.
The alkane with the lowest vapour pressure that ts into the design restritions
of the evaporator inluding a safety margin is deane (C10H22). Its vapour
pressure is 1.39 hPa at 20◦C. Putting up with possible penalties due to its
lower interation fore in omparison to oil it was the best ompromise with
the given equipment. With varying deane partial pressure the equilibrium
where the target surfae keeps lean was then framed. Fig. 6 shows the ini-
tial implantation urves for dierent C/O-ratios on aluminium with a beam
urrent of 30µA. The C/O-ratio is dened by the partial pressures of deane
and water as C/O = 10P (C10H22)/P (H2O). Sine the partial pressures are
measured by the RGA far away from the target with signiant obstales for
the moleular ow in between the atual value of the C/O-ratio at the target
an deviate onsiderably. The deuteron densities are alulated with Eq. (10)
from the tabulated redued yield funtion y(q) provided by the automati data
aquisition system. Eq. (10) implies the supposition of a homogenous depth
distribution what is not valid for the initial implantation proess before sat-
uration of ourse. So for the non-saturated ase the density from Eq. (10) is
5
Balzers did not want to provide information about the hemial struture.
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Fig. 6. Inuene of the omposition of the residual gas on the implantation for
aluminum. The urves are for dierent C/O-ratios produed by dierent mixtures
of dean and water.
rather to be interpreted as a depth averaged value. The lowest urve represents
the behaviour during the reation of a metal oxide layer. The deuteron den-
sity remains an order of magnitude below the stoihiometri ratio. It reahes
a maximum at the beginning for more reative metals like aluminium in this
example. Inreasing C/O-ratios lead also to an aretion of the densities whih
ontinue up to the saturation density at the stoihiometri ratio. But too high
C/O-ratios auses the build up of a arbon layer overing the metal. Here the
ratio 0.5 is within the equilibrium window.
The C/O-ratio is the ommand variable in a yberneti asade regulating
irle implemented on a proess omputer with the RGA as reeptor. It is
thereby held stable. The manipulated variable is the total pressure whih is
in turn the ommand variable for the inner regulating irle with the solenoid
valve as eetor. Fig. 7 shows the reorded partial pressures during a mea-
surement with deane injetion ontrolled by the regulator. The RGA was not
alibrated sine we are only interested in the relative fration of the residual
gases. The partial pressures were alulated from the measured partial ur-
rents as usual [31℄ by solution of the linear equation system with the raking
pattern matrix [32,33℄ and singular value deomposition. Even with the ryo-
geni trap water is the main onstituent. Its pressure hanges with the rell
periods of the trap in the target hamber. Aordingly, the pressure of deane
is adapted in order to retain the ratio. The outliers in the urves originated
from mismeasurements of the RGA whih are ltered out by the regulator pro-
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Fig. 7. Partial pressures during deane injetion
gram. Most interesting is the onsiderable pressure of arbon monoxide that
is almost twie as high as the one of oxygen and on the other hand below the
detetion threshold without the beam. Although
12C16O has no own mole-
ular line in the mass spetrum but needs to share it with
14N2 its fration
is signiant. This is a diret proof for the assumed hemial reation at the
surfae. The relative high fration of argon is a holdover from the ventilation
of the hamber for what dry argon was used.
One the gas mixture is oside the equilibrium one of the two possible layers
develops whih proved to be irreversible. Further experiments evined that
the equilibrium ratio is strongly beam energy dependent espeially for the low
energies. Therefore the time onsuming proedure of framing the equilibrium
had to be repeated. At 10 keV the C/O-ratio needs already to be 1.6 in order
to prevent oxidation. For 8 keV even the maximal ratio of 3.0 for the outer
regulating irle was not suient. Only a pressure of 8·10−5 hPa ould prevent
oxidation. This behaviour bases on the fat that the eet of the ion beam on
the target surfae depends on the linear energy transfer into the target whih
hanges with the beam energy. The lower the projetile energy the higher is the
surfae eet [34℄. This implies an ion ux dependeny inidentally whih we
ould also observe. That is why we used xed beam urrents. For zironium
the situation was even worse: At 25 keV yet with the mounted gas onduit
zironium oxide formation ould only be prevented at high vapour pressures.
On the other side for tantalummoderate pressures were suient to ounterat
the oxidation. The equilibrium pressure was in the interval from 3.0 − 4.0 ·
10−6 hPa and showed a omparatively very low energy dependene. This lear
18
Fig. 8. Sanning eletron mirosopi pitures of target surfaes hit by the beam.
The inserts (upper right) display areas not hit by the beam.
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target material dependene reets the dierent interation potentials and is
in aord with the statements of the previous setion.
Albeit other proesses interfere. More reative metals i.e. with lower eletron
negativity oxidize more readily wherefore a higher deane pressure is required.
They also form hemially stronger bond metalhydrides whereas less rea-
tive metals merely allow for a segregation of hydrogen. Those reative metals
hange their rystal struture while forming the metalhydride. If the hydration
preedes not in a thermal equilibrium with low rates the material annot om-
pensate the tension of the rerystallization proess and bursts; embrittlement
ours. Sine deuteron implantation is far o the thermal equilibrium embrit-
tlement is a hardly avoidable onomitant phenomenon for reative metals.
Suh greatly enlarges the total surfae while fratalizing it and enables the
build up of thik metal oxide layers. Fig. 8 ontains sanning eletron mi-
rosopi pitures of some targets displaying areas inside the beam spot; the
small inset pitures are from areas outside the beam spot for omparison.
Aluminium develops a sponge-like oarse struture. It builds up a ompara-
tively strong ovalent bond to hydrogen while transforming from the ubi
fae entered struture of the pure element to the hexagonal struture of the
hydride AlH3. Suh denitely evokes a lot of stress in the material. Zironium
traverses not just one but several phase transitions with aording hanges
of the rystal struture during the inrease of the hydrogen density [35℄. The
embrittlement is on a smaller sale than for aluminium. The surfae has a hill-
like topography beause the rystallites in the polyrystalline material may
have dierent hydrogen onentrations and be in dierent phases with appen-
dant rystal strutures. The most reative metals are in the groups I and II of
the periodi table. They developed the strongest signs of embrittlement even
on a marosopi visible sale, e.g. dust partiles rumbled from a strontium
target, the thikness of a natrium target grew onsiderably. For them the in-
jetion of deane would not help. On the other side tantalum is almost a noble
metal howbeit it an form a metalli bond to hydrogen in ontrast to noble
metals whih only segregate hydrogen with low densities. It just strethes its
lattie dimensions in order to aommodate hydrogen in interstitial positions
reering to the original rystal struture. Therefore the tension is low and
an easily be ompensated. Due to its noble harater the surfae interation
potential of water favours the oxidation not as muh as for the more reative
metals why moderate deane pressures are suient. The surfae topography
does not hange. The spotted piture omes from beginning layer formation
and will be explained shortly. Palladium transmutes from ubi fae entered
to ubi spae entered while being hydrated. The surfae shows similarities
to the ase of aluminium. For Pd also a moderate deane pressure was enough
to prevent oxidation. Therefore it is an example that embrittlement only pro-
motes the metal oxide build up if the interation potential already favours
dissoiative hemisorption of water.
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We arried out two experimental ampaigns in oder to study the eletron
sreening eet. The results of the rst ampaign have been reported in previ-
ous publiations [4,5℄. The seond ampaign had had the purpose to ompat
the datapoints, heighten preission and to over larger shares of the metals
in the periodi system. Therefore the experimental set-up inluding the a-
elerator was ompletely renovated and revised in order to inrease the beam
urrent and the reliability for long term measurements. The vauum ould
also be improved by almost an oder of magnitude. The prinipal set-up of
the ampaign I is basially the same as that of the ampaign II save of the
gas injetion and analyzing equipment. With this new set-up only implan-
tation urves of the type of the lowest urve in Fig. 6 were obtained whih
results from oxidation where no sreening an be observed. Water and with
it insuient vauum was soon identied as the reason. On the other hand
the EDX-Analysis of the remaining targets of the rst ampaign proofed that
there was no additional metal oxide layer. It raises the question how this ould
be possible with a worse vauum. Therefore the seond ampaign needed to
hange diretion in order to investigate this phenomenon and to reprodue the
previous results. The arbon oxygen reation is the mehanism that keeps the
surfae lean. The higher gas load led to a saturation of the ryogeni trap.
Therefore bakstreaming pumping oil is not trapped as eetive as in a better
vauum. The equilibrium where the target surfae keeps lean is muh broader
and therefore muh less energy dependent than for deane. It was hene ade-
quate for the whole energy interval for most metals. Though the measurement
of the sreening for strontium beame diult and was hardly possible for
lithium whih are both very reative metals the later more than the rst. The
larger width of the equilibrium for pumping oil is aused by the higher ph-
ysisorption energy of the pumping oil beause of the greater moleular mass.
Realling that the van-der-Waals interation of the alanes grows with every
CH2,3-group one an adopt that the physisorption energy Ed of the pumping
oil is 3.5 times greater than that of deane sine deane has 10 arbon atoms
and the pumping oil at least 35. The hollow in the Lennard-Jones potential
is aordingly deeper and wider. The probability for desorption per seond ν
an be expressed as [26℄
ν = ν0 exp
(
−Ed
kT
)
. (11)
Thus, it beomes immediately lear that the desorption probability of deane
is 12 times higher than that of the pumping oil for any temperature. Further-
more, the hange of the desorption probability
dν
dT
is onsiderably higher for
deane than for the pumping oil in the temperature interval where desorption
is still small enough in order to enable the surfae reation. This ontempla-
tion onerns the dependeny of the surfae temperature but is analogially
appliable to straight beam indued desorption. In suh way the dierenes
to the rst ampaign and its results are explained.
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Sine the equilibrium of deane is so narrow we abbreviated the total time of
irradiation of the measurements in order to obviate a drift o with subsequent
layer formation. This means also that the targets are not implanted up to
the stoihiometri ratios; so the depth distribution of the density may not be
homogeneous over the range of the ions.
4.3 Modelling of layer eets
In the ase of an oxidation or arbon layer the presupposition that the depth
distribution of the deuterons in the target is homogeneous within the maxi-
mum ion range is so no longer valid. This has onsequenes for the analysis of
the experimental results. Due to the alternating deuteron density at the target
surfae the underlieing model for the data analysis needs to be modied whih
means partiularly that the single tting parameter Ue is not enough any more
in order to desribe Fnorm as obtained from the experiment by (6.AB7). Fig. 9
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Fig. 9. Model of the depth struture of the target.
illustrates the modied model. The target is made up of three layers. A sur-
fae layer onsisting of either metal oxide or arbon, a layer of metal hydride
and the bulk of the metal. The model is based on the following premises:
The deuteron density in the metal oxide and in the bulk of the metal is in
omparison negligible and an be set to zero. The deuteron density in arbon
an ahieve high values but there is no sreening, so Ue = 0. There are sharp
borders between these three layers. The deuteron density hanges orrespond-
ingly disontinuously. The later is not true for a real target, of ourse where
there is a smooth transition. However, the large energy steps of the datapoints
and a nite auray do not allow to resolve suh a ne struture of the exper-
imental yield funtion. Starting with the denition of Fnorm (6.AB7) oming
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bak to the denition of the redued yield (6.AB5) a new expression for the
theoretial yield funtion dierent from Eq. (6.D6) needs to be onstruted. In
Eq. (6.BC1) the deuteron density is now given by a pieewise dened funtion
as in Fig. 9. The energy substitution is performed with the stopping power
dierential equation
dE
dx
=

−
(
cS +
nSD
nD
cD
)
Er , D1
−
(
cM +
nMD
nD
cD
)
Er , D2
−cMEr , D3
(12)
It is now only pieewise ontinuous and dened on the domain D1 ∪D2 ∪D3
with the belonging stopping power oeients as in Fig. 9. If r is set to 1
2
the
generi ontinuous initial value problem with the initial ondition E (0) = E0
has a handy solution as a parabola in a vertex-like form
E (x) =
(
1
2
c · x−
√
E0
)2
, x ∈
[
0,
2
c
√
E0
]
(13)
desribing the hanges of the projetile energy within a given layer. Corre-
spondingly the yield integral an be splitted at the interval borders in three
addends where the last addend vanishes sine the deuteron density in the
metal, i.e. the third domain D3, is zero:
Y (Ed)=
nSD
cS +
nSD
nD
cD
Ed∫
E(s)
σ (E)√
E
dE
+
nMD
cM +
nMD
nD
cD
E(s)∫
E(h)
σ (E + 2Ue)√
E
dE (14)
This an be inserted into the denitions of y and Fnorm
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Fnorm (Ed) :=
y (Ed)
y (Ed,0)
=
κS︷ ︸︸ ︷
nSD
cS +
nSD
nD
cD
∫ Ed
E(s)
σ(E)
√
E
dE∫ Ed
0
σ(E)
√
E
dE
+
κM︷ ︸︸ ︷
nMD
cM +
nMD
nD
cD
∫ E(s)
E(h)
σ(E+2Ue)√
E
dE∫ Ed
0
σ(E)
√
E
dE
nSD
cS +
nSD
nD
cD︸ ︷︷ ︸
κS
∫ Ed,0
E0(s)
σ(E)
√
E
dE∫ Ed,0
0
σ(E)
√
E
dE
+
nMD
cM +
nMD
nD
cD︸ ︷︷ ︸
κM
∫ E0(s)
E0(h)
σ(E+2Ue)√
E
dE∫ Ed,0
0
σ(E)
√
E
dE
(15)
=
K︷︸︸︷
κS
κM
∫ Ed
E(s)
σ(E)
√
E
dE∫ Ed
0
σ(E)
√
E
dE
+
∫ E(s)
E(h)
σ(E+2Ue)√
E
dE∫ Ed
0
σ(E)
√
E
dE
κS
κM︸︷︷︸
K
∫ Ed,0
E0(s)
σ(E)
√
E
dE∫ Ed,0
0
σ(E)
√
E
dE
+
∫ E0(s)
E0(h)
σ(E+2Ue)√
E
dE∫ Ed,0
0
σ(E)
√
E
dE
. (16)
In the last step (15) is expanded by
1
κM
/ 1
κM
= 1. The energies E (s) and E (h)
at the borders are alulated with the solution of the dierential equation (13)
in the urrent domain and the beam energy Ed to start from.
E (s)=
(
1
2
(
cS +
nSD
nD
cD
)
· s︸ ︷︷ ︸
ξS
−
√
Ed
)2
(17)
E (h)=
(
1
2
(
cM +
nMD
nD
cD
)
· h︸ ︷︷ ︸
ξM
−
√
E (s)
)2
(18)
Ed,0 is the usual normalization energy of 25 keV. The funtion E0 (x) distin-
guishes from E (x) only in the initial value Ed,0 and Eq. (17), (18) an be used
orrespondingly. The terms that ontain the dependenies from the densities
and stopping power oeients in Eq. (16), (17), (18) are olleted in the three
parameters K, ξS, and ξM . Therefore one again, the analysis is independent
of the stopping power oeients and the atual deuteron density. K has the
meaning of a weighting fator whih desribes the ontribution to the yield of
the surfae layer in omparison to the metal hydride and is essentially deter-
mined by the ratio of the deuteron densities. For a metal oxide layer it is set
to zero sine nSD = 0. The ξ's are energeti lengths. With the stopping power
oeients and the densities the thikness of the layers ould be alulated
from them. Pratially only estimates an be inferred sine the densities in the
layers are unknown and an hange. Therefore the model has now a quadrupel
of four parameters:
〈Ue, K, ξS, ξM〉 (19)
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The model already provides some interesting insights. Fig. 10 shows some
seleted uts out of the hyper area. The plot (A) exhibits the eet of a
metal oxide layer. The raise of Fnorm at the lower energies quikly attens
with inreasing thikness of the layer and eventually reverses. This is exat
the situation of the experimentally observed redued yield disontinuities in
opposite diretion for oxidized targets. Setting cS to the value for tantalum
ξS = 0.2
√
keV where the former raise has already been ompletely vanished
would orrespondend to a thikness of only 15 nm. Thinner metal oxide layers
diminish the observed enhanement already onsiderably. A pure arbon layer
would have the same eet. But arbon is readily implanted by the beam with
deuterons to densities above 1022 cm−3. Therefore the densities in arbon are
omparable to the metal hydrides. Therefore in (B) K is set to 1. The be-
haviour of Fnorm is similar to (A) exept that it does not drop below 1 sine
K ≮ 1. On the other hand if K > 1 in a rather thik arbon layer, an enhane-
ment ould be artiially generated beause of the higher deuteron density in
the arbon layer in omparison to the metal. This is tested in (C), where ad-
ditionally the sreening energy in the metal is set to zero. As expeted, Fnorm
raises indeed with inreasing K, though the shape is dierent to the sreening
ase. The slope is less steep. This improves when the thikness of the arbon
layer beomes smaller. An inhomogeneous depth distribution of the deuterons
auses a onsiderable inrease of Fnorm towards low energies while the deuter-
ated zone of the metal is beoming thinner (D). This additional rise an only
be distinguished from sreening by the simultaneously amplied drop at higher
energies. That is why measurements at higher energies are still important. Re-
apitulating, a arbon layer and/or an inhomogeneous depth distribution of
the deuteron density leads to an artiial inrease of the enhanement whih
might be erroneously attributed to the sreening eet if no are is taken.
It should be noted that the thikness parameters of the layers in Eq. (17) and
Eq. (18) are not idential with the atual thikness of the layers but are the
way length that has been traversed by the ions. It is, hene, longer beause
of multiple sattering. It is obvious that the dierene is of minor inuene if
the range of the ions is high in omparison to the thikness. If, however, they
are omparable the dierene will be signiant. Suh has been investigated
quantitatively by a Monte-Carlo simulation of the multiple sattering and
stopping proesses with a ode adapted from Ref. [36℄. For the example of a
arbon layer it turned out that for a thikness of 5 nm there is no signiant
dierene. Whereas for 40 nm the dierene is already a ouple of keV. For
Ed = 5 keV Eq. (17) underestimates the stopping by 50% albeit suh a thik
layer levels all signs of the sreening eet. Therefore this is not relevant for
surfae layers. On the other hand the thikness of the metal hydride zone is
omparable to the range of the ions. But beause the juntion between the
metal hydride zone and the undeuterated metal is not disrete in any ase this
is not relevant either.
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Fig. 10. Simulation of layer eets.
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The topis of Se. 3 and 4 are treated of in more detail in Ref. [6℄.
4.3.1 Extreme low energy orretion
For very low beam energies Ue ≈ ECM the simple piture of the sreening eet
whih attributes the sreening energy to the kineti energy of the projetile
as in Ref. [1℄ does not hold any more. The S-fator parameterization of the
ross-setion an be written as
σ (ECM)=S (ECM)
1√
ECM︸ ︷︷ ︸
∼λ (a)
(20)
1√
ECM + Ue
exp (−2πη (ECM + Ue))︸ ︷︷ ︸
∼P0 (b)
where the term on the right side has been splitted in a fator inluding the
wavelength dependeny (20.a) and the fator belonging to Coulomb barrier
penetration (20.b). Only to the latter one the sreening energy should be added
[37℄. If this orretion was to be applied to the data analysis, Eq. (6.D3) would
need to be hanged likewise.
5 Results
The ensured results for the lower limits of the ampaign I are listed in Table 1.
The orresponding plot for Tantalum resides in Fig. 11 (right, bottom), for the
other metals refer to Ref. [5,6℄. In the seond olumn of the table the ratios of
the deuterium number density to that of the host metals are shown. Sine the
deuteron density an and does vary during a measurement these values are
estimated averages. The fourth olumn ontains the sreening energy values
obtained from the extreme low energy orretion from subsetion 4.3.1 with
Eq. (20) via Eq. (6.D3). In general this orretion auses a slight redution of
the dedued sreening energy. The alulation has been performed with a dif-
ferent algorithm and illustrates to some extent the inuene of the algorithmi
error whih is a ommon part of the error hierarhy in numerial mathematis.
Anyway the orretion aets the result only at beam energies far below the
urrent limit.
The ampaign II needed to fous on the investigation of the surfae eets.
Fig. 11 shows the onsequenes on the thik target enhanement fator Fnorm
for Ta for a deliberate variation of the deane infusion as an experimental
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Table 1
Sreening energies from the ampaign I. Ue,x is the sreening energy applying the
extreme low energy orretion from (20).
Metal MDx Ue in eV Ue,x in eV
Ta 0.9 322 ± 15 300 ± 13
Zr 2.1 297 ± 8 295 ± 6
Al 0.8 190 ± 15 191 ± 12
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2 Ta-A
U
e
= (333±3) eV
ξM= (1.130±0.008) √
keV
Ta-B
U
e
= (325±10) eV
ξM= (1.31±0.03) √
keV
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2 Ta-C
U
e
= (213±4) eV
ξM= (1.234±0.013) √
keV
Ta-D
U
e
= (225±1) eV
ξM= (2.13±0.02) √
keV
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Fig. 11. Measurements on tantalum with dierent surfae ompositions. Ta-A has a
small C exess, Ta-B has slight C traes, Ta-C a thik C layer, Ta-D a thik MOx
layer; Ta-E has slight C traes.
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ounterpart to Fig. 10 in the measurements Ta-[A-E℄. The plot for Ta from the
ampaign I is for omparison. Beause of the reasons stated in subsetion 4.2
the total harge being implanted needed to be limited. Hene, the deuterium
density did not reah saturation. This has two onsequenes that an be seen
in the plots: First, a ertain sattering of the datapoints at the low energies
whih omes from small alterations in the ion trajetories aompanying the
adaption of the fous to the beam energy. Then the beam spot shifts slightly
and hits an area on the target with a dierent deuteron density. Seond, the
depth distribution is not homogeneous any longer. This leads to a drop of
Fnorm at the higher energies and a superelevation to the low energies like in
Fig. 10.D. The variation of the deane pressure was kept in the viinity of the
equilibrium and aused hanges in the omposition of the target surfaes whih
were veried with EDX-Analyses. Owing to the narrowness of the equilibrium,
the targets showed signs of beginning layer formation at least. The piture
of an area inside the beam spot of a Ta target in Fig. 8 exhibits distint
zones of dierent brightness, i.e. emissivity for seondary eletrons. The darker
zones have a greater arbon ontent than the brighter ones. With inreasing
overall arbon load on the surfae, the zones beome darker and eventually
vanish. This phenomenon is known from ion beam assisted surfae tehnology
speially for thin lm deposition [34℄. There are basially three modes for
the growth of thin lms: Island growth, layer growth and the mixed ase.
Whih of them predominates depends on the anity of the lm material to the
substrate. The ion beam ares for the mobility of the adatoms at the surfae
e.g. by phonon exitation. If the bond of the adatoms among themselves is
stronger than to the substrate atoms the adatoms move on the surfae, join
and form islands; island growth will prevail. The islands will eventually grow
together and form a losed layer. The mutual bond of the arbon adatoms is
stronger than that to the atoms of the quasi noble metal tantalum entirely in
antagonism to oxygen. Therefore island growth is favoured. This also implies
that the mobility of the arbon atoms is high enough for it whih also means
that the surfae is suiently smooth and not destroyed by embrittlement.
The urves in Fig. 11 are from ts with the 4-parameter model of Se. 4.3
where the two parameters for the surfae layer were held xed at zero. Sine
the χ2-minimization problem is now nonlinear it is not guaranteed that the
iteration nds a global minimum and not only loal ones or even gets into
an indenite area, e.g. with a weak minimum. In Table 2 are some t trials
for dierent hoies of parameters with reasonable starting values. The ts
were performed with the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm utilizing numerial
integration and dierentiation proedures for the omputation of the model
funtion and its gradient. The gray printed numbers are presribed to the
tting program and held xed during runtime. Line 1 is the 2-parameter t
of Fig. 11. The plot of Ta-A is magnied in Fig. 12 together with urves
for other t attempts of Table 2. The dashed urve in the gure is the 1-
parameter t #2 merely for Ue just like for the ampaign I. The urve shows a
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Table 2
Results from t trials. The gray printed numbers are presribed and xed. χ̂2 :=
χ2/N , Number of datapoints.
No. Ue [eV℄ ∆Ue K ∆K ξS [
√
keV℄ ∆ξS ξM [
√
keV℄ ∆ξM χ̂
2
Ta-A 1 333 3 0 0 1.130 0.008 130.006
2 520 1 0 0 ∞ 539.136
3 436 413 −0.26 2.86 0.05 0.24 1.04 0.25 129.636
4 0 4.34 0.14 0.14 0.02 1.48 0.04 140.872
5 0 9.0 3.3 0.04 0.02 1.39 0.02 135.660
Ta-C 6 213 4 0 0 1.234 0.013 79.789
7 326 58 1 0.12 0.04 1.20 0.02 84.149
Ta-D 8 225 1 0 0 2.13 0.02 19.031
9 234 1 0 0 ∞ 53.219
10 433 130 0 0.09 0.06 1.91 0.13 18.919
Ta-E 11 462 2 0 0 0.985 0.004 130.785
12 748 1 0 0 ∞ 4850.515
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#2: 〈520 eV, 0, 0, ∞ 〉
#4: 〈0, 4.34, 0.142 √keV, 1.48 √keV〉
#5: 〈0, 9.0, 0.039 √keV, 1.39 √keV〉
Fig. 12. Theoretial urves from dierent t trials on the measurement Ta-A, see
table 2.
learly inreasing deviation from the progression of the datapoints at the high
energies above 30 keV. While attempting this the urve needed to be raised
at the low energies, whih resulted in an inated sreening energy of 520 eV.
Suh behaviour is in aord with Fig. 10.D. A t with all 4 parameters is #3
(see line 3 in Table 2). The belonging ovariane matrix has large o diagonal
elements hene the parameters are strongly orrelated. The large errors of the
t parameters are another indiation. The surfae layer parameters K and ξS
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equals to zero within their errors. This does not mean that there is no surfae
layer but only that its eet is below the resolution of the datapoints. In
analogy to Fig. 10.C it should be tested whether it is possible to desribe the
datapoints by the layer parameters alone, i.e. the sreening energy is xed to
zero. This is done in #4 where the result is from a rst exeution of the tting
proedure whih got into an indenite area of weak onvergene. The values
after repetitive iterations without reahing a minimum are in #5. However, a
tendeny beomes lear: K beomes still greater on the expense of ξS whih is
redued at the same time. Those values for the parameters  partiularly K 
are physially not realisti. The assoiated urves an not follow the slope at
the low energies. Ta-C has a thik arbon layer. Therefore the enhanement
fators are onsiderably redued like in Fig. 10.B as well as the sreening
energy from the 2-parameter t #6 (line 6 in Table 2). A 3-parameter t
with K set to 1 omplying to a arbon layer yields the values in #7 now
with a sreening energy in agreement to the previous results. Admittedly, it
belongs to a weak minimum. By far the most total harge was implanted at
Ta-D under onditions where the formation of a metal oxide layer is favoured.
Aordingly, the thikness of the deuterated zone ξM is onsiderably larger and
the sreening is inhibited by the layer (#8). Suitably the 1-parameter t #9
has a similar result sine the high energy datapoints have no signiant drop,
too. This time the 3-parameter t #10 found a loal minimum with a surfae
thikness of ξS = 0.09
√
keV whih is suient to halve the enhanement
fators (Fig. 10.A) and orresponds to a thikness of about 7 nm on tantalum,
although the three parameters have a lear orrelation as the errors indiate.
The found sreening energy agrees with the larger value of Ta-E #11. It has
a lower arbon load than Ta-A and the measured enhanement fators are
higher. The 1-parameter t #12 yields an even more unrealisti value than
#2. Beause of the neessarily insuient implantation the 2-parameter t is
best suited sine the sattering of the datapoints seldom allows for a t with
more free parameters and then only limited validity.
6 Disussion
Several possible (mostly minor) error soures have been already disussed in
Ref. [5,38℄ and won't be repeated here. Instead, the disussion onentrates on
the dominating error soure that is the inhomogeneous deuteron density distri-
bution in the targets. We onluded that our previous values for the sreening
energies represent lower limits of the real ones. As pointed out in setion 2
the atual energy of the projetiles is somewhat lower than measured at the
voltage divider beause of a voltage drop inside HF ion soures. Therefore the
observed sreening energy is also lowered by this property.
A possible question is whether the low energy expression for the stopping
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power funtion E
1
2 ∝ v is valid for the metal hydrides or if there is a signi-
ant energy dependene of the supersript or for that matter of the stopping
power oeients. In this ase part of the enhanement ould be aused by
this oneivable eet. Albeit the Lindhard theory has been experimentally
validated down to 1 keV [39℄ measurements at He and Ne gas showed a devia-
tion at low energies [40,41℄. This is due to the high exitation energies of both
noble gases [42,43℄. In solids the veloity proportionality is fully onrmed for
metals as well as for insulators with wide band gaps like LiF, Al2O3 and SiO2
[44,45,46℄.
Aording to the basi theoretial denition of the yield Y =
∫R
0 [nσ] dx
(6.BC1), deviations in the observed yield and orrespondingly in the redued
yield have the two prinipal auses: hanges in the deuteron density(-prole)
and modiation of the ross-setion probably by the sreening eet merged
in the integrant produt [nσ]. As already pointed out in setion 3.2 and showed
in Fig. 4, our analysis method allows us to disern between these two auses.
Only the diret redued yield disontinuity at the hange of the beam energy
is interpreted as a modiation of the ross-setion. The dierential method
enables the reognition and rejetion of measurements by observation of the
progression of y (q) whih ould easily be misinterpreted as sreening if merely
the total yields over an entire measurement are ompared. Some representative
examples for suh ases are olleted in Fig. 13 and eluidate it. The quantity
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Fig. 13. Counter examples to the ase of the sreening enhanement disontinuities
in g. 4. First ase: Low hydrogen binding ability of the host material (a); here
beause of heating of thin target foils. Seond ase: Density prole hanges in thik
metal oxide layers (b-d). Third ase: Enhanement disontinuities are leveled o by
medium thik layers at high densities (e,f).
on the vertial axis is herein the density as omputed with Eq. (10) sine it is
more illustrative.
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Subg. 13.a demonstrates onsequenes of a pereptible heating of the target.
Sine the beam energy is deposited inside the target in a volume with a thik-
ness < 1µm the thermal energy needs to be led away otherwise this zone will
be onsiderably heated. The far most eetive heat transport mehanism in
solids is heat ondution by the free eletrons inside metals. Hene, we used
thik targets (
∼= 1mm) where the thermal energy an be dissipated into the
bulk of the material and so the temperature is kept low. The target holders
are equipped with hannels for oolant ow. However, the omparatively very
high thermal resistane of the joint between the holder and the mounted target
allows only for a small eet, at best. Therefore for our usual beam urrents
of some 10µA the density remained essentially onstant at the hange of the
beam energy. Only long term hanges were observed as desribed in Se. 4.2.
The eets of heating were investigated using a thin Ta-foil (7µm) and higher
urrents where the energy dissipation is entirely insuient and hene the tar-
get heated. Then the 'saturation' densities are heavily dependent on the beam
energy and urrent and muh lower than the stoihiometri ratio. Albeit, for
the same onditions, i.e. beam energy, urrent, target thikness and volume,
the density returns to the same 'saturation' level. Now Subg. 13.a displays
the development of the density during the progression of the dierent measure-
ments. When swithing from 40 keV to 20 keV the density starts with a reverse
disontinuity and rapidly inreases within 105 µC and remains then onstant.
Swithing bak to 40 keV the density dereases more rapidly and levels o.
Going to 25 keV one again the initial rapid inrease an be observed reahing
a rst plateau and then a seond after redution of the urrent. Most metals
form a hemial bond with the hydrogen whose strength depends on the rela-
tive anity. Therein the hydrogen will aumulate in the volume of the beam
retardation until all bonds are saturated in viinity of the stoihiometri ratio
and then migrate into adjaent rystallites lling them up et. If, however, the
temperature is too high in order to enable the formation of the hemial bond
the stopped hydrogen will diuse through the whole material promoted by the
high temperature and may even be able to return to the gas phase. The then
attuning 'saturation' density is a labile equilibrium state highly dependent
on the surrounding onditions. The area of our target holders and materials
was large enough to aommodate 4 beam spots. Changes between the beam
positions were done by a vertial shift of the target holder (Fig. 1). Going to
another spot position the initial implantation urve starts at zero like in Fig. 6
but not so at the Ta-foil. There the density already starts at a value lose to
the previous spot sustaining the explanation. On the foil were folds around
the beam spots indiating the thermal stress that the foil suered. The fun-
damental reason for the desribed density dynamis at low absolute density
values is the enlarged mobility of the deuterons inside the metal. It is here in
the ase of tantalum aused by heating but will our whenever the thermal
energy of the deuterons is higher than their hemial binding energy to the
metal so that they an oat free. For metals with low ability to bind hydrogen,
e.g. the transition metals in the groups 6A-8A and 1B, this is already fullled
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at room temperature. A test with a thin Au foil showed a behaviour like for
the Ta foil without the sreening enhanement disontinuities at a very low
density of 3 · 1021 cm−3 (x = 0.05). Besides indiret heating, the mobility of
the deuterons in target materials with low binding ability for deuterons is also
promoted by diret projetile sattering and phonon generation depending on
the beam energy.
Due to the inability of metal oxides to form a hemial bond to the hydrogen
(Se. 4.1) the same as above applies to them and is additionally aggravated by
the fat that the metal oxides are not only eletrial but also thermal insulators
so (beam)-heating is more eetual. Subg. 13.b illustrates the development
of the densities in a Na target with a thik oxide layer. Before the monitor
measurement at 25 keV a measurement at a low energy had been taken. The
density quikly dereased then at 25 keV. Thereafter a measurement at 12 keV
was started. The density very quikly inreased reahing a higher level than
at 25 keV. But the disontinuity at the beginning was in the wrong diretion.
The density for the sequening monitor measurement started one again at a
high density whih quikly dereased. The disontinuity at the beginning was
one again in the wrong diretion. Therefore there is denitely no sreening.
The disontinuities result in an enhanement fator Fnorm < 1 onforming with
Fig. 10.A. The quik shifts in the densities after the hange of the beam energy
going to a 'saturation' level originate from a shift of the deuteron distribu-
tion depth prole in the metal oxide linked to the dierent ranges of the ions.
This is shematially skethed in Fig. 14. Sine hydrogen is only segregated
Metal oxide Metal/−hydride
10 keV 25 keV 30 keV
D
x
n
Fig. 14. Deuteron number density proles in oxidized metals at dierent energies.
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in metal oxides the density is at least one order of magnitude less than in the
metal hydride below. Inside the metal oxide the density is maximal around the
range of the ions and the deuterons migrate from there. Between the surfae
and the range the density is very low sine the linear energy transfer of the
beam ions exeeds the low segregation energy by far. Therefore only a labile
diusion equilibrium an attune. Beyond the range the density is higher than
before beause the binding in segregation is sooner eetive. Beginning at a
longer irradiation at 25 keV and then hanging to 30 keV the maximum of the
density prole of 25 keV is within the ion trajetory at 30 keV. At rst the
homogeneous average density alulated with Eq. (10) appears aordingly
distintly higher sine the ions possess a higher energy for augmented rea-
tions at this position. Conurrently the density maximum is dismantled by
the energy transfer and metamorphosed into the prole of 30 keV while the
average density is dereasing. Is then a measurement at 10 keV performed the
density within the deuteron range is very low but is swiftly augmented by
the stopped ions. Therefore the alulated average density is inreasing. After
suh a measurement had been arried out long enough the density beyond the
range is enlarged by segregation and a sequening measurement at a higher
energy yields again a strongly enhaned average density whih is quikly de-
reasing. The same interplay an be observed in the ase of Li in Subg. 13.
with a lower energy dierene.
With dereasing energy dierene between onseutive measurements the dif-
ferenes in the density proles beome smaller but remain still signiant.
Subg. 13.d for Zr with a thik oxide layer is in diret ontradistintion to
g. 4. The alulated average densities are less than
1
10
in omparison to Fig. 4
and the harateristial quik inrease at the beginning of the 10 keV measure-
ment is visible with no sreening disontinuity. Here should be emphasized the
importane of the beam adjustment proedure with the deetor oside the
target as desribed in Se. 2 for the observation of the quik hanges at the
beginning of the measurements. In Subg. 13.e the oxide layer is thinner and
the density not so muh abated. Hene, there is no suh quik inrease at
10 keV. The line is alulated with a larger step size thus smoothing the pro-
gression. The deuteron density for Ta in Subg. 13.f is at the stoihiometri
ratio but there is no disontinuity and no quik hange when swithing the
energy. It omplies to a layer with a thikness of ξS = 0.2
√
keV in Fig. 10.A
where the normalized enhanement fator equals zero and whih orresponds
to a low thikness of 15 nm Ta. Measurements whih yielded results like they
are represented in Fig. 13 were altogether disarded sine the hanges in the
yield are only from the density dynamis and not from sreening. Summariz-
ing, it is preferable to use thik target disks at moderate temperatures with
high densities. On the other side, ooling a target to very deep temperatures
would transform it into a ryogeni trap aumulating water in thik layers
on its surfae prior to irradiation promoting the oxidation. Paying attention
to all the above disussed experimental problems we an state that our results
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represent lower limits to the real sreening energy values. For further details
refer to Ref. [6℄.
7 Conlusion
We alluded to experimental anomalies and pitfalls of the d+d reations in met-
als whih distinguish them from ommon nulear reation measurements and
make them partiularly diult and error-prone. With respet to these spe-
ial onjetures we developed a dierential data analysis method whih gains
the maximum information from the raw data. It enables the on-line moni-
toring of the deuteron densities and the observation of short time deuteron
density prole hanges. Only the disontinuities of the redued reation yields
at the hange of the beam energies an be attributed to the sreening eet
and not relative hanges in the total yield of the elapsed measurements. The
method is independent of the unpreise stopping power oeients and the
atual absolute value of the deuteron number density in the targets. Sine
the measurements are taken at deuteron densities in the viinity of the stoi-
hiometri ratio the yields annot be sophistiated by density dynamis. The
measurements are further impaired by layer formation under the beam ir-
radiation supplied by the residual gas in the high vauum system used in
nulear physis. Dediated experiments demonstrated how the omposition of
the residual gas inuenes the layer formation and the measurements whereby
the hemial ative frations are water and arbon hydrides. These proesses
depend on many diult to ontrol parameters. The experiments on tantalum
showed the eets on the results for the inferred sreening energy utilizing the
model for the layer eets. In onsequene our results for the sreening energies
represent lower limits. The results from the tantalum experiments range from
210−460 eV giving an imagination of the error in omparison to the lower limit
of 322 ± 15 eV. The layer model shows that a few ten atomi layers of dier-
ent omposition are enough in order to obliterate the sreening eet. Thiker
metal oxide layers lead to low and instable densities. The applied tehniques
allow for the reognition and rejetion of measurements with unwanted shifts
in the density depth distribution prole thus preventing the erroneous extra-
tion of an artiial sreening enhanement in ontrast to the standard analysis
based on the total yield measurement used by Ref. [8,9,11,12,13,47,48℄
6
. Those
undesirable density prole hanges our in targets with low hydrogen binding
ability, like many of the transition metals, at elevated temperatures and het-
erogeneous targets with metal oxide or arbon layers or dierent (relatively)
thin metal layers. Therefore aside from the sustained fat that there is a great
sreening enhanement so far no further assertion an be made about possible
auses based on other known material properties beause of the interferene
6
Suh will be disussed and substantiated in a forthoming publiation.
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with the hemial surfae reations. For a preise determination of the sreen-
ing energies ultra high vauum systems with pressures well below 10−10hPa,
where only hydrogen and noble gases are in the residual gas, and equipped
with in-situ target diagnosis tehniques are mandatory.
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